Tura New Music presents

scale variable ’08

featuring
tectonic: a program of works
by lindsay vickery
performed by the cloud chamber orchestra

8pm, Saturday June 21st
The Art Gallery of Western Australia

Perth audiences will be treated to an evening of New Australian Chamber Music at Tura New Music's Scale Variable 08.

One of Western Australia's most outstanding composers, Lindsay Vickery, returns to Perth.

The Scale Variable event promises to deliver Vickery's renowned theoretical wizardry with entertaining music and capture the composer's creative breadth and depth from the hard hitting number Dice Game written in 1995 to the uber-cool eraflage, finished in 2008.

The program will allow the audience to follow the composer's musical developments and trademark synthesising of traditional instruments with independent automated conducting and live electronic sound transformation.

"always intriguing" - The Wire

"truly an original voice and his work is one of sustained intensity that resonates in the mind long after the performance is over" - The Australian.
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8pm, Saturday June 2
The Art Gallery of Western Australia
Tickets $25/$20 concession
